Enabling efficient multicast communication on the Internet has preoccupied the networking research community for the past two decades, if not longer. Through the late 1980's and the 1990's, the community published numerous papers on addressing the challenges of making IP Multicast practical. Unfortunately, satisfactory solutions for several problems were never developed and, as a result, IP Multicast was never widely deployed. By the late 90's, it certainly seemed that multicast was doomed to become a footnote in Internet history.
more futuristic scenarios. Third, while the deployment was "reasonably" realistic, it certainly was not real and it was unclear what the PlanetLab part of the deployment got them other than some headaches. For example, the trace playback certainly could have had some hiccups, as evidenced by comments such as "several clients are limited by the bandwidth near them... causing them to under-perform".
In summary, while this paper makes some important progress towards making overlay multicast practical, we still have a ways to go. An interesting question to ponder is whether overlay multicast will succeed in the end or will we see papers titled "Revisiting Overlay Multicast" in the future.
